CUSTOM TRACK BAR MEASUREMENT INSTRUCTIONS

- Measure with your vehicle sitting at final ride height and the front axle centered beneath the frame rails
- Pull a tape measure from the center of the trac bar mount stud on the passenger side of the differential (A) to the center of the mounting point at the frame (B).
  Notate this measurement here __________
- Remove the coil springs and carefully lower the truck to "Full Bump"
- Insert your trac bar bolt into the upper trac bar mount (B).
  Wrap a string around that bolt and the lower trac bar mount stud (A)
- Measure from the upper trac bar bolt (B), to the point on the string where it's closest to the furthest forward point on the differential (C) (Normally this is the spot on the diff cover where the ring gear sticks out)
  Notate this measurement here __________
- Send this form back to Tech@duffuff.com.
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